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XWiki is the enterprise wiki platform used by hundreds of organizations around the world. It is easy to use and gives you a clean
web-based interface where you can organize your information in a structured way. It is built with a rich and powerful API and is
therefore highly extendable. XWiki is the most reliable wiki platform for organizations, it is secure, easy to use, powerful, and
feature-rich. XWiki is based on Apache XWiki technology and is enhanced with enterprise-level functionality and scalability.

XWiki has been designed from the start with the end-user in mind and gives you a friendly, smooth, integrated interface. XWiki
is an open source wiki engine that is written in Java. It is free for personal use and has proven to be a reliable and stable

alternative to commercial offerings such as Microsoft SharePoint and WCM solutions. XWiki comes with a rich set of features,
including but not limited to: Fast wiki creation with a WYSIWYG interface. Documentation and knowledge sharing using wiki.

Integrated permissions and authentication. Support for Wiki syntax. Fully support for the latest HTML 4.0 standards. A
powerful API with a rich set of services. A multi-user workflow engine. A wiki page index that makes it easy to find specific
wiki pages. A powerful LDAP plugin that allows XWiki to use LDAP for authentication. Easy integration with other XWiki

features and third party applications. The potential of the XWiki product has been recognized by organizations and universities
around the world and XWiki has been listed as a recommended solution for wiki-based Intranets and web content. A web-based
application designed to create a wiki or enterprise wiki. The user interface was based on the WYSIWYG editor and the language
was Rich Text Markup Language (RTF). The XWiki wiki is also fully WYSIWYG compliant and is powerful enough to be used

as a replacement for MS SharePoint. An open-source CMS (Content Management System) based on the Drupal Content
Management System (CMS). It is intended to be used as an enterprise CMS to create a fully featured solution and is not

designed for a 'personal blog' setup. The use of Joomla! is strongly discouraged and we strongly suggest that you use XWiki
instead. A cross-platform (Windows, Mac OS X and Linux) C-based XHTML-based
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Enables you to send email invitations to join Wiki. Options Email delivery address: (Required) User name: Password: Command
line arguments: --detach (Optional): User name: Password: Email delivery address: Notes: --detach : User name: Password:

Email delivery address: 1. You can execute any command line parameter in the order of "--detach," "--email," "--user,"
"--password," and "--delivery," as needed. System Requirements: Windows Mac Linux WebDAV support xWiki.net account

(required) Download Ticket/Bug/Task Help: License: GNU Affero GPL Read the license text in the LICENSE file, or view it
online: COPYRIGHT XWiki - Copyright (c) 2004-2016 by XWiki Team AUTHOR(S) Jorrit Wiggers CHARACTERISTICS

Documentation Support Related projects Versions XWiki Standard Cracked Version - version 4.2.0 and later. XWiki
Community Edition - version 5.0.0 and later. XWiki Enterprise Edition - version 7.1.0 and later. How to install Open "
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XWiki is a web-based Wiki engine for the modern web and the intranet. It's an open-source project developed by the same team
behind Apache Geronimo, an open source project in the middleware space. It features a modern WYSIWYG editor, XWiki
syntax for creating and designing objects, user permissions, data searches, and a powerful form engine for creating extensible
content that integrates with existing applications. Supporting over 45 languages (see the XWiki engine is used by companies like
Goldman Sachs, Siemens, KPMG, Cisco, and many more. Version History: v3.3, 2016-04-21 - add catalogs support (draft) -
added xwiki.sendPasswordAsEmail() to send password in email - when editing attachments, made them automatically get the
current browser locale - when editing attachments, make them use the current browser locale when outputting - when editing
attachments, add missing encoding in mime - when editing attachments, fixed icon sizes - when editing attachments, fixed title
when editing attachments - when editing attachments, fixed the listing of attached files - when editing attachments, fixed file
being copied and replaced - when editing attachments, fix file being copied and replaced - when editing attachments, fixed the
mailto link not working - when editing attachments, fixed the page references link not working - when editing attachments,
fixed the edit links in attachments not working - when editing attachments, fixed the link to edit attachments not working - when
editing attachments, fixed the upload link not working - when editing attachments, fixed the options in the select box not
working - when editing attachments, added the current browser locale to the mime part of the response - when editing
attachments, added a page reference to the response - when editing attachments, fixed a z-index issue - when editing
attachments, fixed the highlighting of the current page for attachments - when editing attachments, added support for HTML5
input types - when editing attachments, use correct font families for all browsers - when editing attachments, fixed a multiple
download issue - when editing attachments, fixed the case where no filename is used - when editing attachments, when
uploading an attachment in IE9 and later, use a try/catch for IE to gracefully handle the error - when viewing a page, added the
option to always load

What's New In XWiki Standard?

XWiki Standard is a professional Wiki engine that features Wiki, blog, comments, user rights, LDAP authentication, and PDF
export, among others. Featuring support for scripting and extensions, it contains an advanced form and scripting engine for
developing data-based intranet applications and public websites. It’s ideal for project collaboration within teams. The tool
contains a powerful WYSIWYG editor for modifying documentation, along with Wiki syntax for creating and designing
objects. It gives you the possibility to import data from Office, CSV, XWiki pages and other Wiki content type, seamlessly
organize content by grouping docs by domain, merge pages to create apps, integrate databases, attach files, as well as manage
user and group permissions. It’s possible to customize skins, templates, menus and CSS files, remotely access XWiki using a
DAV client, allow thorough Wiki searches with wildcards, view logs, share Wiki pages via email, build an index with all pages
and attachments (including orphaned pages and deleted attachments), review previous page versions and compare different
versions, as well as export Wiki pages to PDF, HTML, ODT, RTF or XML format. Furthermore, XWiki Standard facilitates
various Wiki-related statistics, permits you to modify attachments using WebDAV, shows a directory of all Wiki users, contains
a macro to quickly upload and select attachments, supports scheduled tasks, and enables you to send email invitations to join
Wiki. XWiki Standard Description: XWiki Standard is a professional Wiki engine that features Wiki, blog, comments, user
rights, LDAP authentication, and PDF export, among others. Featuring support for scripting and extensions, it contains an
advanced form and scripting engine for developing data-based intranet applications and public websites. It’s ideal for project
collaboration within teams. The tool contains a powerful WYSIWYG editor for modifying documentation, along with Wiki
syntax for creating and designing objects. It gives you the possibility to import data from Office, CSV, XWiki pages and other
Wiki content type, seamlessly organize content by grouping docs by domain, merge pages to create apps, integrate databases,
attach files, as well as manage user and group permissions. It’s possible to customize skins, templates, menus and CSS files,
remotely access XWiki using a DAV client, allow thorough Wiki searches with wildcards, view logs, share Wiki pages via
email, build an index with all pages and attachments (including orphaned pages and deleted attachments), review previous page
versions and compare different versions, as well as export Wiki pages to PDF, HTML, ODT, RTF or XML format.
Furthermore, XWiki Standard facilitates various Wiki-related statistics, permits you to modify attachments using WebDAV,
shows a directory of all Wiki users, contains a macro to quickly upload and select attachments, supports scheduled tasks, and
enables you to send email invitations to join Wiki.
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System Requirements For XWiki Standard:

Windows 7 Windows 8.1 A machine with at least 1GB of RAM Graphical card capable of displaying an image of 4,000 pixels
(if your monitor is lower than 2,000 pixels, we recommend updating the drivers of your graphic card) ATI or NVidia graphic
card (not Intel graphic card) All DirectX APIs must be updated (those DirectX APIs installed by default on Windows 10 are not
enough) Minimum 1.3 GHz Processor How to Download and Install Minecraft: Download the latest version of
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